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Abstract. We present a semantic extension to X.509 certiﬁcates that allows incorporating new anonymity signature schemes into the X.509
framework. This fact entails advantages to both components. On the one
hand, anonymous signature schemes beneﬁt from all the protocols and infrastructure that the X.509 framework provides. On the other hand, the
X.509 framework incorporates anonymity as a very interesting new
feature. This semantic extension is part of a system that provides user’s
controlled anonymous authorization under the X.509 framework. Additionally, the proposal directly ﬁts the much active Identity 2.0 eﬀort, where
anonymity is a major supplementary feature that increases the self-control
of one’s identity and privacy which is at the center of the activity.
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1

Introduction

As the number of remote Internet transactions grows, the amount of personal
information that organizations collect also increases. In the near future, the
majority of transactions that a user can perform in her daily life will be done remotely via the Internet (e-government, e-bank, e-commerce, e-library, e-services,
etc.). This, together with the fact that information systems are able to collect,
store and cross reference big amounts of data, implies that the Internet will
become the largest surveillance system ever devised.
Anonymity can be seen as a cornerstone in individual privacy protection in
environments like the Internet. Recently, new signature schemes oriented towards
providing support for anonymity have been designed from a pure cryptographic
point of view. These signature schemes focus on anonymity from diﬀerent point of
views with many interesting features. Group signatures [10,1,14], ring signatures
[30,14], traceable signatures [24,27,12], are among them. However, though they
exhibit very interesting features, they have not been transferred to practical open
systems yet, and no one has even studied in what available systems framework
they can be well supported.
F. Bao et al. (Eds.): CANS 2007, LNCS 4856, pp. 265–281, 2007.
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X.509 public key and attribute certiﬁcates [23] conform a standard and secure
mean to convey users’ identity and authorization information respectively. They
are widely used means to convey user’s information in open systems. However,
they were designed to support identities and anonymity was not considered in
their design, let alone the available recent new anonymous signatures.
Motivated by the above two issues, this paper presents a semantic extension
to X.509 certiﬁcates aimed at incorporating the aforementioned new signature
schemes. Compatibility, simplicity yet high level of applicability to many various
existing anonymous schemes is at the core of the work.
This semantic extension entails that a standard framework can be applied to
new scenarios where anonymity is an issue, featuring the interoperability that
the standard provides. On the other hand, it allows adapting the framework to
new anonymity requirements with no need to alter the standard. In a sense, its
importance is in showing the robustness of the X.509 framework to basic semantical changes in its operating environment and its ability to support credentials
in a much wider range than originally intended.
Moreover, we note that this semantic extension can also be applied in a similar
way to other frameworks, such as SPKI [15,16] and others.
The present work is part of a broader ongoing work and a system that attempts
to use these extended X.509 certiﬁcates to create a user centric system where
the user is able to access system resources while controlling how and which kind
of information is disclosed.
Anonymity is at the core of the system, and users are entitled to anonymously
prove that they have enough privileges as for being authorized to perform a given
transaction.
This process is ruled by authorization policies speciﬁed for each resource. The
system ﬁts in the X.509 framework and mixes with existing systems, supporting
both identiﬁed and anonymous authorization.
In the current Identity 2.0 [21] eﬀort the user is the center of the system,
and decides what information to disclose in order to be authorized to perform
a remote transaction. Under this approach, the user controls her identity and
how it is used, as opposed to Identity 1.0 where service providers hold personal
information in order to identify the users and make them accountable for their
actions.
Anonymity is perhaps the cornerstone in a user centric point of view, since
allows the user to access resources but avoids disclosing user’s sensitive information. Therefore, if anonymity is joined with the user controlled disclosure of
information, we ﬁnd that the system ﬁts and is one step beyond the Identity 2.0
eﬀort.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some related work and
overviews the fundamentals which our work is built on. Then, Sect. 3 describes
the main idea behind the proposed extension. Section 4 shows how the above
mentioned signature schemes can be integrated into the proposed extension and
describes their main properties. Section 5 describes how the X.509 public key
certiﬁcate can be extended to incorporate this extension in a controlled way and
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how the extension also applies to X.509 attribute certiﬁcates. Section 6 presents
some performance results for our implementation of traceable signatures (which
is part of the overall broad system design and demonstrates its feasibility). Sect. 7
concludes the paper. Finally, the appendices give the ASN.1 speciﬁcation of the
certiﬁcate semantic extension.

2
2.1

Background
Related Work

Anonymity has been largely studied since D. Chaum introduced the problem
in [7,8], yielding many privacy aware interactive systems [9,11,25,5,6,34,29].
Some studies have been oriented towards providing support for anonymous authentication in diﬀerent contexts [32,33,28,3,4], and, as far as we know, only a
few of them [28,3,4] have been focussed to some extend on interoperating with
standard frameworks, however they are not perfectly integrated and require dedicated protocols to fulﬁll their aim. Moreover they only provide a ﬁxed ﬂavor for
anonymity. In the presented proposal, many diﬀerent ﬂavors of anonymity are
gently introduced into X.509 certiﬁcates, which are then transparently supported
by the underlying infrastructure, with no need of dedicated extra protocols. It
also provides a suitable way to incorporate new forthcoming signature schemes
for anonymity into the standard framework.
2.2

X.509 Certiﬁcates

X.509 public key certiﬁcates (PKC) [22,20] have been designed to bind a public
key to a subject, under the consideration that such a subject is the only one that
knows the associated private key (Fig. 1). In these certiﬁcates, the certiﬁcation
authority, i.e. the entity that certiﬁes the binding, is equally important. Any
entity using the public key certiﬁcate will trust the binding of the subject and
the public key if it trusts the entity that issued the certiﬁcate. The relationship
between the subject and the public key holds as long as the associated private
key is known only to the entity that the certiﬁcate subject ﬁeld refers to.

Alice

PKC
Alice

CA

Fig. 1. Relationship between user and public key certiﬁcate

X.509 public key certiﬁcates have been proved as a very useful tool for providing authentication in many diﬀerent contexts, such as electronic mail, the
World Wide Web, user authentication and IPsec. Particularly, the TLS [13] (and
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SSL [19]) transport layer protocol uses X.509 public key certiﬁcates to provide
an authenticated secure communication channel to application layers.
X.509 attribute certiﬁcates (ATC) [23,17] bind a holder with a set of attributes, and at the same time can be linked with a X.509 public key certiﬁcate
(Fig. 2). The attribute authority is the entity that certiﬁes such bindings. The
attributes can be used for authorization purposes in many diﬀerent ways, providing a ﬂexible authorization approach. The holder of the attribute certiﬁcate
will be authenticated by means of the linked public key certiﬁcate to enjoy the
privileges associated with the speciﬁed attribute. Here again, the authorization
veriﬁer needs to trust the certiﬁcates issuers in order to trust the bindings that
they state.
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Signature Algorithm
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Signature Algorithm
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Public−Key Algorithm

Holder [Issuer/Serial]

Public Key
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Extensions

Extensions
AA Signature

CA Signature

Public Key Certificate
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Fig. 2. Relationship between public key and attribute certiﬁcates

X.509 certiﬁcates are valid for a limited period of time that is speciﬁed in the
certiﬁcates. However, under certain circumstances, the binding can be revoked,
e.g. if the private key is compromised, or if the speciﬁed attribute no longer
relates with the holder. If a certiﬁcate is revoked, the fact is made public by
means of a certiﬁcate revocation list (CRL). Additionally, OCSP [26] provides
an interactive way to check if a given certiﬁcate has been revoked.
2.3

Digital Signatures

Signature Schemes for Identiﬁcation. These signature schemes are those
ones that, when used in an adequate environment such as the X.509 framework,
provide an authentication method that directly and uniquely identiﬁes the entity
that is being authenticated. They are unforgeable and provide authentication
and non-repudiation features. In these schemes, one public key corresponds to a
unique private key, and an adequate environment provides a correlation between
the public key and the identity . Such correlation is based on the fact that only
the one who knows the private key is the entity that performs the authentication.
Examples of these kind of signature schemes can be DSA [18], RSA [31], and
others.
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Signature Schemes for Anonymity. We mean here those ones that allow
the breaking of the correlation between a public key and the identity of the
entity that owns an associated private key. With the work of D. Chaum and
E. van Heyst [10], a new kind of signature schemes have been developed, where
many diﬀerent private keys correspond with one public key in a one to many
relationship, and even in some schemes diﬀerent private keys correspond with
diﬀerent public keys in a many to many relationship. These signature schemes
allow to focus the anonymity from diﬀerent point of views with many interesting
features.
In group signatures [10,1], a group public key deﬁnes a group. A designated
group manager, who owns the group private key, is responsible for joining new
members. Whenever a new member is added, she gets her own private membership key that allows to sign on behalf of the group. The signature issued can be
veriﬁed with the group public key and it is neither possible to distinguish which
member of the group issued the signature, nor even to link the signature with any
other one issued by any member. However, the group manager has the special capability to identify which member issued a given signature, providing in this way
with reversible anonymity in the sense that if a member abuses of her anonymity,
the group manager can open the signature and disclose the identity of its issuer.
In ring signatures [30,14], a ring is made up of the public keys of the entities
that compose the ring. These entities do not need to be aware of the existence
of the ring, since their public keys are freely available. Any entity in a ring is
able to produce a signature that can be veriﬁed with the ring public key, but
no one is able to distinguish which entity issued the signature, or even to link it
with any other signature produced by any entity in the ring. They oﬀer similar
features as group signatures, but ring signatures can not be opened to disclose
the identity of its issuer. Thus, they provide irreversible anonymity.
Traceable signature schemes [24,27,12] are group signature schemes with additional tracing capabilities, what makes them very suitable for real-world applications. In addition to group signature properties such as indistinguishability,
unlinkability, and the ability of the group manager to open a signature issued
by any member of the group, a user is able to claim that a given signature has
been issued by herself. Additionally, it is possible, with the help of the group
manager that provides a member trapdoor, to identify which signatures within
a set were issued by a given member with no other disclosure of information.
These additional capabilities make this scheme very suitable for real world applications, since the tracing capability is necessary in many real situations. Some
performance results are described in section 6.

3

Extending the Semantic of X.509 Certiﬁcates

Though not explicitly stated, X.509 public key certiﬁcates were originally designed for public key algorithms where one public key corresponds with one
private key and where the public key is bound to the identity of that one who
knows the corresponding private key.
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With the advent of new signature schemes, such as group signatures, ring signatures, traceable signatures and others, the aforementioned semantic becomes
too restrictive to allow the integration of these signature schemes with X.509
public key certiﬁcates, thus avoiding the X.509 framework to enjoy the numerous advantages that the new schemes oﬀer.
3.1

Semantic Extension

While keeping the same structure, we can extend the semantic of X.509 certiﬁcates to additionally allow the use, as public key algorithms, of aforementioned
signature schemes in those environments where their use could be appropriate.
Because in some of the new signature schemes, one public key can correspond
with several diﬀerent private keys (each one owned by diﬀerent entities), we can
deﬁne a X.509 public key certiﬁcate with extended semantic as a X.509 public
key certiﬁcate where the public key is not bound to a single entity but it is bound
to a concept. In the traditional semantic, the concept relates to a single entity,
such as a system or a person, that owns the unique private key corresponding
with the public key in the certiﬁcate (and the public key algorithm is a oneto-one scheme). However, in the extended semantic, the concept can be a more
abstract deﬁnition where all entities that own a private key that can be veriﬁed
with the certiﬁcate public key share the concept stated in the certiﬁcate. Each
private key must be unforgeable, unique and not shared with other entities.
Note that the extended semantic is a superset of the traditional one. In other
words, an extended X.509 public key certiﬁcate binds a public key with a concept
and, therefore, binds the concept with every entity that owns a private key that
is publicly veriﬁable with the public key in the certiﬁcate (Fig. 3), which also
speciﬁes the public key algorithm to be used for such veriﬁcation.
This extended semantic entails the use of standard extension ﬁelds deﬁned for
that purpose in the X.509 speciﬁcation. Additionally, by means of these standard
extension ﬁelds it is possible to control and restrict the usage of X.509 public
key certiﬁcates in those scenarios where this is required (Sect. 5).
This broader semantic for public key certiﬁcates directly aﬀects to X.509
attribute certiﬁcates. Since an attribute certiﬁcate binds a set of attributes with
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Fig. 3. X.509 public key certiﬁcate with extended semantic
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a public key certiﬁcate, the represented concept in the public key certiﬁcate
and related entities are able to enjoy the privileges associated with the bound
attributes.
3.2

Entity Authentication – Identiﬁcation and Anonymous
Authentication

Up to now, entity authentication was usually considered equivalent to identiﬁcation. However, in the context of this extended semantic, identiﬁcation is a
special kind of entity authentication where the concept in the public key certiﬁcate identiﬁes a single entity. Entity authentication has now a broader semantic,
since now the entity being authenticated by means of a public key certiﬁcate
might not be directly related with his real identity, as in the case of these new
signature schemes. Therefore, we can deﬁne the concept of anonymous authentication as a special kind of entity authentication where an anonymous entity
becomes authenticated as a valid subject of the concept stated in the certiﬁcate.
This authentication can be performed as usual by proving knowledge of a private
key veriﬁable with the public key in the certiﬁcate.

4

Integrating New Signature Schemes into Extended
X.509 Public Key Certiﬁcates

This section overviews how the new signature schemes can be added to the
X.509 public key certiﬁcates. Though we only overview group, ring and traceable
signature schemes, the semantic extension is not only restricted to those ones,
but it is also open to others, even future ones. A summary of the properties of
the aforementioned signature schemes is depicted in table. 1.
Table 1. Properties of some signature schemes
Anon One2Many Unlink Reversible Traceable MRevoc SRevoc Fair NRep MultiG DShar

Ring sign.
Group sign.
Traceable sign.

4.1

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Ring Signatures

A ring can be made public and available by issuing a public key certiﬁcate with
the ring public key being linked to the concept that such a ring represents. As
rings do not need managers, a certiﬁcation authority can create the ring public
key from the sequence of the public keys of the members.1 Of course it is up
to the certiﬁcation authority to decide in advance which members compose the
ring. Members of the ring are able to be authenticated as holding such certiﬁcate
1

In [30] the ring public key is the sequence of the public keys of the members, however
in [14] the ring public key is created from the public keys of the members.
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and to enjoy the associated privileges. In this case, the ring signature does not
need to convey the public keys of the members of the ring, as speciﬁed in [30],
since such information is held in the ring public key certiﬁcate. In [30] the size
of both, the ring public key as well as the ring signature, are proportional to
the number of members that compose the ring, however in [14] the size of the
ring public key is proportional to the number of members, but the size of the
signature is constant.
When a member of a public ring is authenticated by using her private key, her
real identity becomes concealed. Thus, the member authentication is unlinkable
and anonymous among the set of members of the ring. This scheme provides
irreversible anonymity to the X.509 framework since no entity is able to correlate the authentication (a ring signature) with the real identity of the involved
user. The ring public key certiﬁcate may be revoked as any other certiﬁcate,
yielding in this way with the revocation of the whole ring and all its members.
The certiﬁcation authority can add and remove members to/from a concept
represented by a ring by means of revoking the ring public key certiﬁcate and
re-issuing a new one with the public keys of the members that now compose the
concept represented by the ring. Note that users do not need to be aware of this
fact except for using a fresh certiﬁcate that has not been revoked. However, the
scheme seems more suitable for static rings with occasional modiﬁcations during
its lifetime.
4.2

Group Signatures and Traceable Signatures

As with ring signatures, a public key certiﬁcate can deﬁne a group by binding
the group public key to the concept that the group represents. The certiﬁcation
authority must verify that the group manager is suitable to manage such a public
group and that the policy for joining new members to the group is suitable with
respect to the aim of the certiﬁcate. New members can be joined to the group at
any time, and as result they get their private membership keys. These members
can be authenticated as holders of the group public key certiﬁcate and are able
to enjoy its associated privileges. In these schemes, the size of both, the group
public key and signatures, are constant.
When a member of a public group is authenticated by means of her private
membership key, her real identity becomes concealed. Thus, the member authentication is unlinkable and anonymous among the set of members of the group.
However, under certain circumstances, the group manager may consent to open a
given authentication (a signature) and to disclose the real identity of the user involved. Additionally, as traceable signatures oﬀer some extra features, the group
manager can disclose a trapdoor for a given member, and some designated entities are able to identify, from within a set of anonymous authentications, which
ones were performed by such member of the group. Moreover, a member of the
group is able to claim that a given anonymous authentication was performed by
herself.
The whole group can be revoked by revoking the public key certiﬁcate. Additionally, in case of traceable signatures, by means of the member trapdoor, it
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is possible to revoke individual members of a traceable group. There should be
a trusted entity that holds a record with the private trapdoors of revoked members. Whenever a member is authenticated, in addition to check if the whole
group has been revoked, the signature issued for authentication is sent to this
trusted entity to be checked against the list of revoked member trapdoors.
These signature schemes provide reversible anonymity and reversible, traceable
and revocable anonymity to the X.509 framework respectively.

5

The X.509 Public Key Certiﬁcate Extension

System security, authentication and authorization protocols make use of X.509
public key and attribute certiﬁcates to convey authentication and authorization
information. Though the X.509 semantic extension explained in Sect. 3 uses
the standard ﬁelds to convey the main information (issuer, subject, public key
algorithm and public key), it also entails (for a proper usage), new semantic
information to be added to the extension ﬁelds of the X.509 public key certiﬁcate
(see appendix A for the speciﬁcation in ASN.1).
The extensions ﬁeld allows addition of new ﬁelds to the certiﬁcate without
modiﬁcation to the deﬁnition. An extension ﬁeld consists of an extension identiﬁer, a criticality ﬂag, and an encoding of a data value of a type associated with
the identiﬁed extension. If an extension is marked as critical, then any processing
entity that does not recognize the extension will reject the certiﬁcate. On the
contrary, if an extension is marked as non–critical, then any processing entity
that does not recognize the extension will simply ignore it.
The X.509 standard has already deﬁned some extension ﬁelds, though many
others may be added. Among the extension ﬁelds deﬁned by the standard, we
highlight: key usage indicates the purpose of the key contained in the certiﬁcate;
certiﬁcate policies indicates the policy under which the certiﬁcate has been issued
and the purposes for which the certiﬁcate may be used; and authority information
access indicates how to access certiﬁcate information and services for the issuer
of the certiﬁcate.
Our proposed semantic extension entails the use of aforementioned extension
ﬁelds, and deﬁne a new extension ﬁeld that states the features of certiﬁcates
with extended semantic.
The main important contribution to public key certiﬁcates is the support of
the new signature schemes as public key algorithms (new OIDs should identify
them). Then, new semantic information should be added to standard ﬁelds:
– A new extension ﬁeld, certiﬁcateFeatures, should be added to X.509 public
key certiﬁcates, stating some features of the certiﬁcate. These features depend on the public key algorithm properties and on the certiﬁcate issuing
method. This new extension ﬁeld must be marked as critical if present. It is
a bit string deﬁning ﬂags for diﬀerent properties. The following ﬂags should
be considered, though new ﬂags can be added as required by other signature
schemes.
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Extended: The certiﬁcate is deﬁned with extended semantic. This ﬂag
should be activated if any of the following ﬂags is activated.
One2Many: The public key in the certiﬁcate corresponds to many diﬀerent
private keys.
Anonymous: There is no a direct way to know the identity of the entity
being authenticated with the certiﬁcate.
Unlinkable: It is not possible to link diﬀerent signatures as being performed
by the same entity.
Reversible: There is an indirect way to know the identity of the entity
being authenticated with the certiﬁcate.
Traceable: It is indirectly possible to identify, within a set, which signatures
were issued by a given entity.
MemberRevocable: It is possible to revoke a speciﬁc entity, even if the
public key algorithm is a one2many scheme.
AuthRevocable: If it is possible to revoke the entity that was involved
in a given authentication process, even if the public key algorithm is a
one2many scheme.
Fairness: There exists a trusted third party that guarantees that special
disclosure actions are performed when it is appropriate to do so.
MultiGroup: There exists a mechanism that guarantees that the same real
user actually belongs to several groups.
DeterSharing: There exists a mechanism that dissuades anonymous users
from sharing the certiﬁcate private key.
OneLevelAnon: The identity of the user can be disclosed in just one anonymity backtracking, i.e. if the policy requires an identiﬁed user to be
joined to the group.
Note that these properties are somehow inherited from the public key algorithm, however they depend on the way they are managed by the environment. For example, if the public key algorithm is a group signature scheme
which provides reversibility, and the member joined the group either being
identiﬁed or by means of a reversible anonymous authentication, then the
certiﬁcate property should specify that the anonymity is reversible. However,
if it was allowed that the member joined the group by using a irreversible authentication, then the certiﬁcate property should reﬂect that the anonymity
is irreversible.
– The subject ﬁeld of the certiﬁcate should contain the concept description,
which in the case of group signatures or ring signatures speciﬁes either the
ring or group identiﬁcation, which is composed by either the ring or group
name and the identiﬁcation (distinguished name) of the ring or group manager. New OIDs for both ring name and group name have to be added as
attribute type to distinguished names.
– In the key usage extension ﬁeld the digitalSignature ﬂag should be asserted.
In this case, such ﬂag state that entity authentication is allowed. If the
user joined the group by means of a non-repudiable authentication and the
certiﬁcate public key algorithm provides non-repudiation, then the nonRepudiation ﬂag should also be asserted because it is possible, under certain
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circumstances, to identify the member that issued a given signature and that
the member can not deny such action.
The certiﬁcate policies extension ﬁeld indicates the policy under which the
certiﬁcate has been issued, its meaning, the conditions required to create
the ring, or to join the group, the conditions required to be threw out of
the group, and the conditions under which a member’s identity would be
disclosed, etc.
Regarding public key certiﬁcate revocation, the same support as for normal public key certiﬁcates is required, that is, the CRL distribution points
extension can be used. Additionally, if OCSP is used as a mean to access revocation information, then the authority information access extension should
be used.
If it is possible to revoke individual members of a given group, this is done
by storing in a private database the group public key certiﬁcate together
with a list containing the member trapdoors for every member that has
been revoked from the group. By using an OCSP-like protocol, the client
queries if a given member has been revoked (providing the group and signature used for authentication). The identiﬁcation of this member revocation
manager is speciﬁed in the authority information access extension ﬁeld. A
new accessMethod OID should be deﬁned for this case.
If some fairness authorities guarantee that the disclosure of restricted
information is performed when it is appropriate to do so, then the identiﬁcation of these entities are speciﬁed in the authority information access extension ﬁeld. A new accessMethod OID should be deﬁned for this
case.

Note that this semantic extension provides new features to applications willing to use them, however it is harmless to unaware applications since public key
certiﬁcates with unrecognized critical extensions are kindly rejected. Additionally, if an application does not support the public key algorithm then it also
rejects the certiﬁcate.
5.1

Attribute Certiﬁcates

When issuing an attribute certiﬁcate to be bound to a public key certiﬁcate with
extended semantic, it means that any entity able to be authenticated with such
a public key certiﬁcate can enjoy the speciﬁed privilege. Therefore, the policy
to get an attribute certiﬁcate must be tightly linked with the policy required to
join the associated group or ring.
If unlinkability is a property exhibited by a public key certiﬁcate, then all
entities being authenticated with such a PKC must share the same certiﬁcate
and the same attribute certiﬁcates bound to it. That is, for a given attribute
and public key certiﬁcate, the same certiﬁcates are shared among all the entities.
The ﬁgure 4 shows how several entities, that can be authenticated with a public
key certiﬁcate, all share the same attribute certiﬁcates.
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Fig. 4. Extended X.509 public key and attribute certiﬁcates

6

Traceable Signatures Performance Results

This section brieﬂy shows some statistical results for the traceable signature
scheme, but they can also be taken as a reference point for group signatures and
alike ones. However, there is still room for optimization, since the implementation
is based on [24], where some other proposals, such as [27,12] based on bilinear
pairings, claim better eﬃciency.
Table 2 shows performance statistics for the basic traceable signature primitives. They are taken in an oﬀ-line environment where the host machine was an
Intel Pentium Centrino running at 2.00GHz the Debian GNU/Linux Operating
System and Sun’s J2SDK 1.4.2 as Java runtime. The performance results, in
milliseconds, show the arithmetic mean after several executions. A security parameter of 1024 bits was deﬁned for Traceable Signatures and SHA-1 has been
used as secure hash function.
Note that group creation and group joining depend on the search of suitable
random primes, therefore their timings may vary. Group creation is an expensive
operation, but it is usually performed oﬀ-line, so its cost has minor inﬂuence in
system performance. The joining procedure may be speeded up by using precomputed values for suitable random primes at group manager side. The reveal
primitive just take a stored value and does not need any extra computation.
Table 2. Traceable Signature Primitives
millisec
Create-Group 23680.2
Join-to-Group 1764.2
Sign
460.6
Verify
548.1
Open
55.8
Reveal
0.0
Trace
23.4
Claim
35.4
VerifyClaim
39.3
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Conclusions

A new semantic extension have been proposed for X.509 certiﬁcates which provides enhanced features to both X.509 public key and attribute certiﬁcates. It has
been explained how new signature schemes can be incorporated into the X.509
certiﬁcates with new extended semantic. In this way, the X.509 framework can
beneﬁt their very interesting features. As result, new anonymity features can to
be added to the X.509 framework.
This semantic extension entails a new concept for entity authentication: identiﬁcation and anonymous authentication. One very important advantage that
this extended semantic provides is the fact that both identiﬁcation and anonymous authentication coexist under a common entity authentication and, where
allowed, the same protocols, data structures, etc. are valid for both. That is,
there is no need to separate both authentication modes, a simple policy may
discriminate between them if discrimination is required, or both can be accepted
under the common entity authentication. This simple fact simpliﬁes very much
architecture and system design.
The presented work is part of a system that provides support for a user
centric authorization model, where identiﬁed as well as anonymous authorization
are supported. The system ﬁts into the X.509 framework and into the Identity
2.0 initiative, being the user the core of the system. Additionally, anonymity
increases the strength of the user in this approach.
Finally, some performance results for a prototype of a traceable signature
scheme have been presented, which can be taken as a reference point for group
signatures and derived ones, and in some way show their feasibility.
7.1

Future Work

Though ring, group and traceable signatures provide very interesting properties
with respect to anonymity, there are some real world scenarios where they are
not completely suitable for supporting anonymity. These signature schemes seem
suitable to support anonymity in real world applications, since in these kind of
scenarios, it is usually covenient that the user is accountable for her actions,
and it is also very interesting the capability to trace anonymous transactions
performed by a given user under suspicion. However, some real world scenarios
motivate us for searching for new digital signatures.
(i) Though the group manager may be trusted with respect to joining new
members to the group, in some scenarios, the group manager is not usually
trusted with respect to safeguard the anonymity of the members, since in many
cases the group manager is an interested party. Therefore it is necessary to split
the duties of joining new members on the one hand, and disclosing sensitive
information such as open/reveal/trace on the other hand. This capability of
breaking anonymity should be as distributed as possible.
(ii) Additionally, it is common to prove that a user simultaneously belongs
to several groups in order to be authorized to carry out some transaction. Then
it is interesting to incorporate multi–group [2] features that enable the user to
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prove that the same real user does indeed simultaneously belongs to the required
groups. This feature guarantees the veriﬁcation entity that the proof has not been
collected from diﬀerent anonymous users.
(iii) Public key authentication systems are based on the fact that private keys
are only known by just one entity, however an anonymous scenario may increase
the temptation to share the private keys that allow to prove membership to
groups, a case that would subvert the basis on which the whole system security
relies. Therefore, it is also desirable to incorporate some mechanisms to dissuade
users from sharing her private keys.
A signature scheme that enjoys all the aforementioned features, as well as
those ones from group and traceable signatures would be very convenient for
supporting a wide range of anonymous transactions in real world open systems.
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ASN.1 Speciﬁcation of Anonymity Extensions for
X.509v3 Certiﬁcates

This appendix describes the ASN.1 speciﬁcation of the proposed extensions for
X.509v3 certiﬁcates. The following OIDs and structures should be incorporated
to the extensions of X.509v3 certiﬁcates. The new OIDs are members of the
anonymity extensions arc, id-ae2, that is under the standard private extensions
arc id-pe.
id-ae

OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { id-pe 32 }

New OIDs should be deﬁned for ring, group and traceable signature schemes.
The subject ﬁeld in standard X509v3 certiﬁcates is a sequence of distinguished
names, which is a set of attribute type and value pairs. New OIDs are deﬁned
to identify ring, group, traceable–group and fair–traceable–group names for attribute types:
id-ae-at

OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { id-ae 2 }

id-ae-at-ringName
id-ae-at-groupName
id-ae-at-tGroupName

AttributeType ::= { id-ae-at 1 }
AttributeType ::= { id-ae-at 2 }
AttributeType ::= { id-ae-at 3 }

and the syntax for the respective values:
RingName
GroupName
TGroupName

::= X520name
::= X520name
::= X520name

The certiﬁcateFeatures extension MUST be marked critical, with the following
OID and value syntax:
id-ae-ef

OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { id-ae 3 }

id-ae-ef-certificateFeatures OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { id-ae-ef 1 }
CertificateFeatures
extended
one2Many
anonymous
unlinkable
reversible
traceable
memberRevocable
authRevocable
2

::= BIT STRING {
(0),
(1),
(2),
(3),
(4),
(5),
(6),
(7),

Note that the number of this arc is a suggestion, and should be deﬁned to avoid
conﬂicts.
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fairness
multiGroup
deterSharing
oneLevelAnon
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(8),
(9),
(10),
(11)

}
The authority information access extension in standard X509v3 certiﬁcates
is deﬁned as a sequence of access description, which is composed of an access
method identiﬁer and access location that speciﬁes the URI for the corresponding method. The new OIDs for the new member revocation access and fairness
authorities access methods are as follows:
id-ae-aia
id-ae-aia-am

OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { id-ae 4 }
OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { is-ae-aia 1 }

id-ae-aia-am-memberRevAccess
id-ae-aia-am-fairnessAuthority

OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { is-ae-aia-am 1 }
OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { is-ae-aia-am 2 }

